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Maxime Cabaret Show
is a dazzling journey through the world
of cabaret, burlesque and circus,
accompanied by an amazing four-course
dinner.

08:30PM

€55

per person

SHOW+ dinner

Dinner show special menu with drinks
from Maxime selection

VOIX DE VILLE PRODUCTION

ESTIMATED DURATION
[CABARET SHOW + DINNER] 2h30

€65

per person

[ vip 1st row ]

SHOW+ dinner

Dinner show special menu with drinks
from Maxime selection

€20

per person

[ bar counter ]

SHOW+ snacks
1 sparkling wine glass
+ 3 fingerlicious

BOOKING

M A X I M E R E S TA U R A N T E - B A R
( + 3 5 1 ) 21 8 7 1 6 6 0 0 | ( + 3 5 1 ) 91 0 0 4 5 0 6 7
esperoporti@maximerestaurante.com

Each show features different acts with resident artists and guests,
among the most notable internationally and nationally, that puts Maxime
Restaurant-Bar on the world tour of cabaret artists, in a glorious ode
to the spirit of Vaudeville!
At dusk, get involved in a fascinating show featuring
musicians, dancers, comedians, magicians, mentalists, jugglers, drags,
among other performing arts. A time travel where the vintage past is
revisited in a bold combination of flavors, music and lust.
Because life is a cabaret.

DINNER SHOW SPECIAL MENU
Creamy peas and truffle soup, bacon
crumble, low temperature egg and
pennyroyal foam
Croaker fish, gyoza with croaker
fish, shrimp and coriander, sweet
potato and coriander sauce
Sous vide beef, parsnip purée,
sautéed mushrooms, salsify
and Port sauce
Almond crème brûlée, tangerine
and lime
Maxime Restaurante-Bar drinks
selection included

FINGERLICIOUS MENU
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Wonton, miso and wasabi
Croaker fish tartar, kimuchi
and sesame
Brioche bread, foie gras and figs

Maxime Cabaret Show is a show created by the collective of artists Voix de Ville, a 7-year-old project founded by
the performer Vanity Redfire, who, in addition to doing street theater, is responsible for the well-known Cabaret
Burlesque shows that take place in some of the best show venues in Portugal.
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TICKET CONDITIONS:
• We do not make table reservations, but seat reservations. A table may be assigned with other spectators.
• The reservation will only be definitively confirmed after payment by bank transfer or redunicrepayment credit card payment link.
• The dinner show ticket includes the tasting menu, the Maxime’s selection drinks, and the show.
• Drinks before and after dinner show are not included in the price.
• The dinner show begins at the scheduled time.
• To ensure your reservation, in case of delay, please inform at least 15 minutes in advance.
• The program can be changed for unexpected reasons.
• Ticket exchanges or returns are not accepted.
• If the program is canceled, tickets will be fully refunded by Maxime Restaurante-Bar.
• Participation in this show may involve the capture of images and sound. If you do not wish to be filmed or photographed, please inform the organization.
• Please indicate any food restrictions up to 24 hours before the dinner show date, by email: esperoporti@maximerestaurante.com
• By purchasing this ticket you are accepting all the conditions described above.
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SESSION 6 JUNE, 2020

SESSION 13 JUNE, 2020

// NAOMY & ALEJANDRO
BEAUTY

// LILLY BLANCHE

Drag & Beauty inspiration
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// Veronique DiVine
// Fraulein Margret
// Mizz Kat Tigerfell

Strange & exquisite chameleon

// David Cristina
// Veronique DiVine
// Vanity Redfire

SESSION 20 JUNE, 2020

SESSION 27 JUNE, 2020

// TARA MATAHARI

// CLEO VIPER

Exotic manifestation
of the goddess within

// Vanity Redfire
// Hugo Rosa
// Veronique DiVine

The Italian mistress of dark glamour and intrigue

// Vanity Redfire
// Fraulein Margret
// Francesca

CAST

// CLEO VIPER (INTERNATIONAL ARTIST)

We welcome the most famous Italian Burlesque Performer in the world. Voted number
ONE Burlesque Performer in Europe by 21st Century Burlesque Magazine in 2015 (ranked in
the top 50 most influential Burlesque Personalities since 2012), she is also the only Italian
dancer to have been selected to compete at the Burlesque Hall Of Fame Weekend in Las
Vegas. Miss Viper’s theatrical background and passion for the silent movie era, make her
performance style unarguably unique and magical. The attention to detail in her costumes,
the original choice of music, and the desire to transport the audience to a different epoch,
make her shows more than just a night of entertainment, but a sensual time-traveling
experience like no other!

// DAVID CRISTINA

David Cristina is a humorist and standup comedian. He writes and presents the
morning humoristic broadcast of Radio Observador. He is the founder of one of the
largest comedy projects in the country with live shows, podcast, and tv shows. David
acts across the country, and across borders, performing on television and in theatres.

// FRANCESCA (INTERNATIONAL ARTIST)

This multidisciplinary artist has traveled the world to implement different performing
arts in the circus area, and specializes in aerial networking, acrobatics, contortion and
vertical fabric. Francesca’s main passion is aerial net. The freedom of flow and artistic
movement and interpretation is what most motivates Francesca. Some of the venues
where she has performed include Circus Vegas (Ireland), Comicon (Dubai) or Proud
Camden (England).

// FRAULEIN MARGRET
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Fraulein Margret, a strong accent character, hostess in numerous national and
international cabarets, leaves no one indifferent. Author and artist, she unfolds
and transforms herself, exploring several styles and expression forms. Her route
goes through the theatre, dance, music and circus arts, especially the clown figure.
With a very unique language and unexpected approaches, deconstructs and plays
with clichés in an unusual trip, but always very fun!

// HUGO ROSA

Hugo Rosa has been a stand-up comedian since 2009, started at Improv in 2010 and has
over six hundred performances in bars, theaters, company events and festivals across
the country.
In addition to his participation in Got Talent, he is a frequent face in the Q channel
(Graças a Deus, TMN caça ao cómico e Arena da Mentira) and also has participations in
Bolhão Rouge (Porto Canal) and “Vox- em busca da comédia” (TVI) among others.

CAST
// LILY BLANCHE

Lily Blanche, a multi-faceted artist, begins her artistic career at an early age at the tips
of ballet shoes and quickly gains voice and form on stage; dancer, actress, dreamer, finds
the cabaret around the corner, more than ten years ago, and so continues to explore the
lost worlds of her creative imaginary mind… mostly in the vaudevillian extravaganzas of
the collective “Voix de Ville”, in which she is an indispensable member in what concerns
the production and alchemy of stage. Chameleon, of exquisite strangeness and
overflowing energy, this is Lily.

// MIZZ KAT TIGERFELL

Mizz Kat Tigerfell is an alter ego that navigates between the exotic world of oriental
dance and the provocations of “classic tease”. Internationally known for its strong
presence on stage, she stands out for its structured creation of striking and irreverent
characters with a provocative soul of penetrating gaze.

// NAOMY BEAUTY & ALEJANDRO BEAUTY

Drag & Beauty inspiration awarded at Gala Abraço. With dance training since very
young, Naomy and Alejandro, who have worked together since 2015, bring bold
choreographies to their performances. Passionate about fashion, they create most of
the fantastic outfits they bring to stage. Their biggest inspirations are pop artists like
Lady Gaga or Jlo, burlesque artists like Dita Von Teese and even Broadway musicals.

// TARA MATAHARI

Tara brings inspiration from the Temples and ceremonies of tantric and Eastern traditions,
sparkling the audience with an eternal flow of life energy.
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// VANITY REDFIRE

Vanity Redfire is what a Diva is all about: lust for life, passion, attitude, and a lot of
vavavoom, together with a unique voice, to create a multifaceted performance filled
with dreams (even if sometimes dark), beauty and intensity. Passionate for cabaret
& mad about street theater, she is the founder of Voix de Ville, and of some of Lisbon’s
most delightful extravaganzas... This stage valkyrie really proves “the show ain’t over
till the fat lady sings!”

// VERONIQUE DIVINE

Veronique DiVine is a Portuguese burlesque performer and belly dancer with skills
that are truly unique in the industry. A strong dance technique and countless original
movements are her best skills. Her performances are glamourous, elegant and simply
magnificent! Winner of the International Crown at World Burlesque Games 2016 and
New Burlesque Awards London 2013.

